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BRICKWORLD INDY LEGO EXPOSITION AT THE STATE FAIRGROUNDS 
 

 
For Immediate Release 
 
(Fishers, IN Jan 21, 2015) Brickworld is excited to once again be bringing North America’s premiere 
LEGO® display and exposition to the State Fairgrounds in Indianapolis, IN.  The event will fill the 
45,000 square feet of the Ag/Hort Building with displays, interactive activities and vendors.  Event 
Organizer and LEGO fan Bryan Bonahoom describes the event as a fascinating gathering of art and 
engineering creations all made of plastic bricks originally intended to be children’s toys.  Bryan also 
added “We are energized to do the Indianapolis show every year because the fans and the entire city 
are so excited about the event.” 
 
The creations you will see at the event range from medieval castles to futuristic space stations.  They 
include movie scenes, replicas of real world buildings, and recreations of famous paintings.  Plus, no 
Brickworld event would be complete without an incarnation of the Great Ball Contraption Rube 
Goldberg machine and trains. 
 
This year’s displays include the 2014 award winning Isle of Helios.  And, the 2013 Brickworld 
Master built LEGO replica of “Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte”, a painting by 
Georges Seurat. 
 
The LEGO brick is widely recognized as one of the most educational toys in the world.  At 
Brickworld, kids of all ages can witness an incredible variety of ways to use the brick for art and 
engineering applications.  Using the LEGO brick exercises creativity, engineering skills and hand-eye 
coordination.   
 
Brickworld Indy will be held on March 14 and 15, 2014 at the State Fairgrounds in Indianapolis, 
Indiana.  Hours are 10 AM – 8 PM on Saturday and 10 AM – 5 PM on Sunday.  General admission 
tickets are $11 and kids under 3 are free.  We are also pleased to honor our active duty and reserve 
service members and first responders with a discounted $8 ticket (military / first responder 
identification required).  Tickets are available at the door and online at the Brickworld web site – 
http://www.brickworld.us/indy. 
 
Brickworld LLC is a private company that is not associated with the LEGO Group of companies.  
Brickworld operates expositions and conventions dedicated to LEGO enthusiasts with creations from 
brick artists & engineers. 
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The Isle of Helios, created by Bryan Bonahoom (Fishers, IN and Kyle Peterson (Enon, OH) – This 
display depicts the island in Homer’s Odyssey where Odysseus’ crew slaughter the sacred cattle 

against the advice of Circe, angering the gods.  And their ship is struck down by lightning from Zeus 
killing all aboard except Odysseus himself.  (photo by Bryan Bonahoom) 
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Viking ship and town, created by Bill Anjo (Ontario, CA) – this model presents a history lesson while 
providing a chance for the kids to be close enough to touch while the ship circles the town and 
monastery built on the rocks above. (photo by Alex Taylor) 
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Kids building with the 20,000 LEGO bricks in a free build area.  It is amazing what they create from 
their imaginations. (photo by Alex Taylor) 
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Crawler Country, created by Steve Hassenplug (West Lafayette, IN), John Brost (Remmington, IN), 
and Davin Huston (Lafayette, IN) – This display provides the kids an opportunity to use remote 
controls and drive 4-wheelers made of LEGO parts through an off-road course all made of LEGO 
bricks, complete with abandoned cars to drive over. (photo by Alex Taylor) 

 


